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By Fernando F. truce
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Universities.
Places not only for studies,
but also for friendships and
responsibilities.
But where does alcohol fit in?
That’s a question Gina
Lorenzo, coordinator for the
Leadership Development Program, said she is sure plagues
many San Jose State University
students.
"It’s not just alcohol per se,"
she said. "There are also the
social expectations built from it,
which students have to work
around."
The Alcohol Awareness
Workshop held Wednesday in
the Almaden Room of the Student Union, hopefully helped
some students learn more about
the myths and realities of alcohol abuse, Lorenzo said.
This is the third semester
the workshop, sponsored by the
Student Life Center, was presented.
Margaret Tam, coordinator of
the Prevention Education Program, tried to generate student
interest in the workshop by
using college-related statistics.
"In a typical party, out of 100
people, 85 are drinking," Tam
said. "(Out of these) about 10
people are drunk, getting the
most attention and being, as
result, the most remembered."
The nationwide percentage
of moderate to nondrinkers
among college students is 76
percent, Tam said, as opposed to
the 40 percent of nondrinkers
reported among SJSU students.
"The typical San Jose State
University student has three
drinks per week," Tam said.
"The crux is not on the number
of drinks, though, but on the
choices that the student makes
during and after them."
Tam went on to chart the
effects of alcohol as it travels
the human body through the
kidneys, liver and brain, with
results such as increasing losses in coordination and balance.
To debunk myths about alcohol use, pamphlets were passed
out with false, widely believed
ideas such as black coffee
and cold showers help sober you
mingled with facts
up
such as excessive alcohol use
during pregnancy can result in
birth defects.
Next, Tam broke down alcoholics into several different categories, according to the person’s approach to drinking, as
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Oh shoot!

Linda U:aia Dail) Staff
Jeff Vinall, left, plays Bruce Delamitri, and Tome Silfvenius, right, plays Brooke Daniels in the play ’Popcorn,’ which opens at the
University Theatre today at 7 p.m. The play, directed by Buddy Butler, will run Oct. 6, 11, 12 and 13. General admission is $10, students and seniors, $7.

SJSU honors campus service employees
By Hillary Cargo
1)1111 STAFF WRIII R
Approximately 370 filled the
Student Union’s Barrett Ballroom to show their appreciation
for service employees Thursday
at the 34th annual service
recognition awards.
The elegant setting and murmur of excitement filled the
room before the ceremony when
SJSU President Robert Caret
approached the podium.
"Today is a celebration," he
said. "But we should take a
moment to reflect of the events
of Sept. 11." Caret then asked
for a moment of silence. Forks
clattered against plates, people
shuffled to their seats, and
gradually, the room fell silent.
"It is a truism that a university is only as great as the people who work there," Caret said.
"Despite the tragedy, we must
move on. Today we celebrate all
the individuals who contribute
to this campus."
Employees were rewarded
with five-year rewards beginning with fifteen years of service.
"This
ceremony
shows
respect to people who work very
hard for this place," said Bob

"Today is a celebration. It is a
truism that a university is only as
great as the people who work there."
Robert Caret
president. San Jose slate University
Reynolds, SJSU television producer and professor of Academic Technology. "If you tell people
they are appreciated, it makes
the university a better place."
The awards revolved around
a slideshow that Reynolds coproduced.
According to Suzanne Sundholm, voluntary programs and
advance coordinator, each
employee was asked for three
photos for the slideshow.
One was a baby picture, the
second during the first year
they started working at SJSU,
and a recent photo.
Within the presentation of
each employee, a short biography was read off as they
approached the stage, shook
Caret’s hand and were applauded.
The biography included each
person’s position at SJSU, what
they do with their free time.

and any additional comments,
which for many were simple
thanks to co-workers for making SJSU an enjoyable place to
work.
Each category of service was
presented by a slide show
chronology looking back in time
to the year each category of
employees started working at
SJSU accompanied with the
music of the time.
The speakers chimed Rolling
Stones’ "Start Me Up" when
"1981" flashed on the screen
and when 20-year employees
had their moment of recognition.
Rene Snellen, interim lead
grounds worker at university
housing, was rewarded for 20
years of service with a wooden
picture frame etched with the
Tower Hall logo.
"When I started, I thought
I’d only stay a couple of years."

he said. "Gardening was always
a hobby; if you can make a
hobby a job, that’s the key
thing."
Snellen’s biographical comment was that he hopes all of
his co-workers take time to
smell the roam
Cowmen Duplessirware recognized for 20 years of service
in the library. She loves her job
so much, she wish she had
another 20 years to give to
SJSU.
Bonni DeMalta, who works
in University Computing and
Telecommunications,
has
worked for San Jose State University for 40 years.
Bruce Judd, associate vice
president of University Computing and Telecommunications, honored DeMalta as she
stood on stage, smiling.
"Forty years of service
speaks volumes about the institution and you should be congratulated on your persistence
and quality of work," Judd said
When asked how she did it
DeMalta said, "I like the campus atmosphere. It’s like a little
city here. Everyone is friendly
and nice."
And the family, Caret said
keeps growing.

Speaker demonstrates detection of breast cancer
Sarah Grace Rut
DAILY STAFF WRITI
In honor of Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, a representative
from the American Cancer Society
spoke to a handful of people in the
Student Union Thursday, about the
occurrences, risk factors, symptoms
and treatments of the disease.
Maria Fazio, an oncology clinical
nurse specialist for 14 years, said
breast cancer is the most common
cancer among women.
One out of every three cancer
diagnosises is breast cancer, she
said.
According to Fazio, out of the
expected 192,200 new breast cancer
cases to be diagnosed this year,
about 40,200 women will die.
"I know this number seems
high," Fazio said, "but it’s the first
time in 12 years ... that the mortality rate has decreased."
Some of those in attendance at
the workshop, which included
demonstrations of breast self-examinations, said they thought the
information Fazio presented was
beneficial.
"A lot of it sounded familiar, but
I was really out of touch," said
human relation senior Nerissa
Arbiz. "She explained it all very
well."
Elena Lodrenco, a senior studying spatial art, agreed that the
information was important.
"I’m really surprised there’s only
a small handful of people. It was
really educational," Lodrenco said.
13

To properly perform a selfexamination, the breast must be pressed
with varying degrees, in
concentric dime -sized circles, while
sweeping from armpit to rib cage, about
five to seven days after menstruation.
Fazio said fewer women are now
dying from breast cancer because of
new developments in early cancer
detection.
According to Fazio, 90 percent of
cancer cases are discovered by the
woman or her partner during
breast self-exams.
Twenty-five percent of all breast
lumps are malignant, or cancerous,
she added.
Another method to detect abnormal cells in the breast is the mammography, Fazio said.
In order to detect a lump during
a self-exam, over one billion cells
must be present, she said. However,
Fazio added, a mammography can
detect smaller growths and should
be done annually for women older
than 40.
Fazio said it is important to
remember that detecting a lump in
a self-exam or a mammogram does
not mean cancer.
"Breast cancer can only be diagnosed," Fazio said, "with a piece of
tissue from the breast."

Other symptoms of breast cancer
include dimpling of breast skin,
nipple retraction, asymmetry of
breasts, bloody nipple discharge
and swollen lymph nodes.
According to Fazio, many of the
symptoms can be detected by studying breasts in the mirror.
A breast self-examination is necessary to detect suspicious lumps,
she said.
To properly perform a self-examination, the breast must be pressed
with varying degrees, in concentric
dime -sized circles, while sweeping
from armpit to rib cage, about five
to seven days after menstruation.
The seminar then looked at different aspects of breast cancer.
Dr. Oscar Battle, the San Jose
State University health education
coordinator, asked Fazio if men
should perform self-examinations
as well, because he has not seen
any information geared towards the
male population.
Fazio, whose father suffered
from breast cancer 30 years ago,

said it is a good idea for men to do
self-examinations, but less than
one percent of those diagnosed
with cancer are men.
Gender is a primary risk factor
for breast cancer, Fazio said, with
age and personal and family breast
cancer history as other risk factors.
The older a woman is, the more
likely she is to develop breast cancer, Fazio said, adding that premenopausal cancer is more aggressive.
Also, women who have female
family members with a history of
breast cancer are at a higher risk,
she said.
According to Fazio, secondary
risks include never having breastfed children, fibrocystic breast disease, prolonged hormonal stimulation, history of other cancers and
obesity or high dietary fat intake.
Once breast cancer has been
found, it can be treated with a modified radical mastectomy, a lumpectomy or radiation, Fazio said.
Breast cancer is best treated at
an early stage while it is still localized in the breast, she added.
Fazio concluded the session by
urging those in attendance to talk
to their older female relatives
about taking the appropriate measures in detecting breast abnormalities.
Her words of advice were not
lost on the ears of those attending
the meeting.
"I wanted to know more about it
so I could tell my mom," said
accounting senior Kelly Chac.

)mar Ornelar Daily Staff
Maria Fazio, a cancer nurse with the American
Cancer Society, demonstrates an accurate method to
detect breast cancer early in its progression.
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Annoying signs of lost Spartan traditions

Letters
A more promising
blueprint for writer
n response to Mike Osegueda’s column, "Unhappy commuter voices frustration," Oct. 4, he
asked for a blueprint of Spartan Stadium in
order to use the top of Spartan Stadium as a jumpoff point.
I know of a jump-off point with a better landing:
a cross on the Hill of Calvary, where a leap of faith
can mean a new sunrise in your heart.
Lawrence E. Miller
alumnus
criminal justice

Reader wonders
about unfair policies
academic English classes at SJSU are set
The
up in an unjust way. The Linguistics and Language Development department’s policy is, if
a student fails the class, he or she fails the class.
I know for a fact that a publicly funded college or
university in California cannot impose a "do" or
"die" final. It is illegal.
I think this injustice should be brought to light
and corrected. It is affecting the lives of thousands
of San Jose State University students.

this uniIlove everything about
versity. From the blue, gold and
white San Jose State University
flag that waves above the Fourth
Street garage to the green ivy that
wraps Tower Hall, like a blanket on
a cold night, to the diversity of people on campus.
My feelings for this school run so
deep that I have a gold citizen watch
with a blue face, and every time I
gaze at it to check the time, I start
to remember the day I was accepted
to this institution.
It was a sunny fall day when I
heard the women on the other end
of the telephone telling me I was a
Spartan. And if I were to rank that
event, I’d still say it was one of the
proudest moments of my life.
So I guess it goes without saying
that I’m a sucker when it comes to
SJSU paraphernalia.
As I sit here and write this, I
have a 36-inch by 18-inch felt SJSU
banner looming over my left shoulder, and next to my computer,
resides sports cards of Spartan athletes Ken Caminiti, Jeff Garcia and
Tariq Abdul-Wahad, better known
as Olivier St. Jean to you and I.
And when I ran out of checks last
semester, I searched high and low
for SJSU checks, hoping that I could
show my pride once again.
Unfortunately my quest ended on
a sour note.
But that hasn’t stopped me. I still
enjoy the Spartan blue, gold and

section, and then I saw it.
Quite possibly the most hideous
a
thing I have ever laid eyes on
blue and gold striped tie that has
the SJSU logo embedded in it.
Yes, I like wearing ties, and having one with either a solid blue or
solid pattern would be cool, but to
mix the two together, let alone add
that rubber SJSU emblem on there,
should be forbidden.
white.
Did they actually think that
In fact, lately I’ve been looking to someone was going buy one and
actually step out of their house with
add other pieces to my collection.
Most recently, I decided to check the words "San Jose State Universiout the Spartan Bookstore and see ty" and a picture of Tower Hall restwhat I could come up with.
ing on their stomach?
Upon entering the shop, I was
The tie is flat-out ugly. I won’t be
immediately smacked in the face surprised to see those babies in the
with all sorts of ridiculous crap that bargain bin in a couple of months.
displayed the sacred logo and letters
And what’s the deal with the
aforementioned products?
of our university.
Everything from red sweatshirts
Why do we sell red and green
to yellow and blue megaphones to a sweatshirts with "SJSU" embroihead.
You
name
it
Spartan bobble
dered on them?
they have it.
Our colors are blue, gold and
Granted that I am a huge SJSU white.
Everyone knows the red should
mark, but I feel there has to be a
be outlawed because of our rivalries
line drawn somewhere.
As I wove my way through the with Stanford University and Frestraffic of students, I started to no State University.
browse through some of the merAnd the green?
Since when did we turn to the
chandise that was tucked away in
old-school colors of the University of
the back of the store.
I sifted through the hats, looking Notre Dame Fightin’ Irish?
I guess we have completely sold
for a size 7-3/8 blue hat with the
out.
gold and white "SJ."
Speaking of which, what’s with
No luck.
I went over to the men’s clothing the bobble head?
"CHARGE!"
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Alma Simic
administration of justice

Quote for the Daily:

’

"Loneliness and the feeling
of being unwanted is the
most terrible poverty."

Mother Theresa
ii.b.ivieN4ELPEK2Cfr
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Today
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12:10 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Chapel. For more information, call
Sister Marcia at 938-1610. Speaker on U.S.
sponsored terror in Latin America, 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. in the Loma Prieto room of the Student Union For more information, call
Father Charlie Dougherty at 938-1610.
SJSU Art History Association
Eighth annual art history symposium
Saturday. Nov. 10. Great opportunity for students to present art history papers. Deadline submission is Oct. 8. Proposal forms are
in the Art building, Room 110 For more
information, call Jenne Kaufman at 14151
383-5729 or e-mail at jenarthiPaol.com,. or
call Anne Simonson at 924-4394 or e-mail at
simonsoneemail.sjairedu
sispiriLorg
Nature Awareness training weekend at
noon. Meet at the Campus Ministry on 10th
Street Explore your spirituality through
meditation and communion while opening
your heart to nature’s radiance. Call 2751346 for reservations. Give yourself the gift
of time in nature. For more information, call
chaplain Roger at 605-1687 or visit the Web
site sjspirit org.
New Student Orientation:
Leader Recruitment
Looking for a job on campus where you
can make a difference? Join a team of 26
paid orientation leaders and impact more
than 3,000 new students. Applications are
available in the Student Life Center in the
old cafeteria building Deadline is Nov. 2.
For more information, call 924-5950 oremail gwolcor

Monday

uide
A.S. Campus Recreation
Punt, pass and kick content, 1 p.m. at
South Campus. For more information, call
Rita Chandler at 924-6266.
Career Center
Work 4 resume workshop, 11:30 a.m., job
search workshop, 12.30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. in
Building F. For more information, call the
Career Resource Center at 924-6033.
Adult Nature Series
Owls "Keepers of the Night: 7 p.m. to
8.30 p m at Sulphur Creek Nature Center,
located 1801 D St., Hayward come join us in
this adult only program as we stroll the oak
woodlands listening to owl calls. Meet and
learn about our native owls. Reservations
required Call 15101881-6700. for more
information, call Mike Koslosky or Sylvia
Franke at 15101881-6747.
Saturday
AS Campus Recreation
Advanced photography class, 7:30 p.m.
to 845 p.m in the Almaden room in the
Student Union.For more information, call
Matt McNamara at 924-6217.
Sunday
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass, 11 am and 5 p m. at the Campus
Ministry Chapel For more information. call
Sister Marcia at 938-1610
San Jose State University Club
Sunday brunch, 9 a m to 1 30 p m at
408 South Eight St For more information,
call 924-6505

idapirit.org
Daily meditation, 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
through Thursday at the Campus Ministry
on 10th Street. Come join us no matter what
your meditation form. There is a power and
comfort in community meditation. For more
information, call chaplain Roger at 605-1687
or visit the Web site sjspirit.org
Spring 2002 in Bath, England
Information meeting, II sin in the
Administration building, Room 223A For more
information, call Dave Rude! at 924-5931.
Gay Lesbian Bisexual and
Triuisgendered Alliance (GLBTA)
Tooting the Rainbow Film Fmtival presents
’Broken Hearts Club," 9 40 a m to II 15 a.m.,
and 11These Walls Could Talk; 7 15 pm to
8.50 pm.. in the MOSAIC Multicultural Center of
the Student Union For more information, email the alliance at gllardnemail.sjsu edu.
Tuesday
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Come check out the latest in body composition testing, 1,30 p.m to 3 p in in the
Central Classroom building Students pay
$5. Staff and faculty members pay $10. For
more information, call Sherry at 206-7599
M.E.Ch.A.
Reza Day Committee weekly meetings,
noon to 1 p.m. in the Chicano Library
Resource Center. Chicano Studies mural project, 6 p.m. to 7 p m You are welcome to take
part in the designing process of a mural at
the Chicano Studies department For more
information, call Adriana Garcia at 655-6785
Jewish Student Union and
Billet of Silicon Valley
Join us as WP feature Eitan Kadosh. a Bay
Area Slam poetry champion who brings inspiring poetry of the heart with a comedic twist .
6:30 p.m in the Hinel house, located at 336 E
William St, between Seventh and Eighth
streets For more information, call Gideon at
286-6669 est 13 or e-mail at jcsdlPhillelsv.org
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SJSU College Republicans
First meeting this semester, 5.30 pm. in
the Pacifica room of the Student Union. For
more information, call Darryl Lee at 499-3994.
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Hustle lesson and open dancing, 6-30 pm
to 8:30 p.m. in the Spartan Complex, Room
89. For more information, call Julia Keiser at
924-3270
Gay Lesbian Bisexual and
Transgendered Alliance (GLBTA)
Tasting the Rainbow Film Festival presents
"Priscilla. Queen of the Desert," 12 10 pm. to 2
p.m.. and "Billy’s Hollywood Screen Kim," 6:30
p.m. to 80.5 pm.. in the Mantic Multicultural
Center of the Student Union. For more information, e-mail the alliance at glbtadiemailsjsu.edu.
The Society for Advancement
of Management ISAht
Meeting, 4:30 p.m. in the Costanoan room
of the Student Union. For more information, email Sylvia Krick at aamelub_ajsueyahoo.com.
Human Resources Management
Association
"Surviving a layoff What you need to
know; 4 15 p m. in the Guadalupe room of
the Student Union. For more information, email the association at sjeuhrminkahoo.com.
SJSU Symphony Orchestra Concert
SJSU School of Music and Dance presents Viva Verdi. 7.30 p m in the Music
Concert Hall. General admission is $5, and
for students it is $3 For more information,
call Janet M Averett at 924-4668
Counseling Services
Process group. 2.30 p m to 4 30 p.m in the
Administration building, Room 201 For more
information, call Kell Fujimoto at 924-5910
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Since when do we start adding
sponsor logos to our merchandise?
The bobble head has a nice fat
"Pepsi" logo on the base.
Are we that shameless that we
must add the logo of a company to
our memorabilia?
Yes, I still love the Spartan colors
and all it represents, but this is the
type of crap that irritates me. If I
want a Spartan bobble head, I sure
as hell don’t want to see a Pepsi logo
on it.
I’ve got an idea that could make
the bookstore a ton of money. Why
don’t we market a cologne and plaster Deonce Whitaker’s face on it?
Perhaps we should have a bottle
similar to that of the one Michael
Jordan used in his cologne campaign. One made of glass, with a
rubber bottom, only this time
Whitaker can be striking a pose
similar to that of the one on the
Heisman Trophy.
We’ll call it "Essence of Deonce."
Has a nice ring to it, eh?
I’m sure it would fit right in,
right there next to the SJSU beach
towels and the temporary tattoos.
Hell, any Spartan fan would buy
that ... even me.

Ben Aguirre Jr. is the Spartan
Daily Managing Editor.
"Annoyed" appears Fridays.

A tough challenge
to accept addictions
you get addicted to Red
Can
Bulls? An addict, according
to the Merriam Webster
dictionary, is a person who by
habit or strong inclination
indulges in something. In other
words, most people could be considered addicts. The list of addictions people have would be endless.
WHERE’S My LH
F.42?
To name a few: addiction to a
significant other, punk music, not
In a half-hearted attempt to
leaving the house without wash- make a step forward, I started
ing the dishes, Jerry Springer, not researching the word addiction on
traveling without your eight pil- the Internet and found The Stanlows, getting hit, water with no ice ton Peale Addiction Web site.
(or straw) no inayo, non-fat ranch
Theta I found studies of differon the side.
ent addictions and some of the
The other day it suddenly hit possible
causes. There is a study
me that I have a very strong incli- on interpersonal
addiction (when
nation to indulge in smoking cigarettes. Parliament lights, to be you are addicted to your better
more precise, although in times of half or personal slave), how you
can be genetically predisposed to
desperation a GPC would do it.
Back in the day, I used to be a being an addict, and the physical
social smoker. When I was around dependence your body can have to
my family, I managed not to Nicotine.
It also explains that because
smoke at all. For weeks at a time,
I would not light up a cigarette. people smoke different quantities
Then I would come back home, to and inhale different levels of nicoSan Jose, and I would start smok- tine, their motivations and seting the typical two or three a day. tings for smoking vary. They also
Then the number of cigarettes suggest different circumstances
increased, but I always had the under which smokers can quit.
It seems like all I have to do
conviction I could stop whenever I
now is find out my motives.
wanted to.
One day I decided I wanted to Maybe it’s avoidance of withquit, mostly because some days drawals or an associative learndeciding between buying a pack of ing problem.
Or I could also look up all the
cigarettes or buying a sandwich
other Web sites that show why
became a difficult choice.
I didn’t smoke for three days, cigarettes are the leading cause of
and by the end of the third, my cancer death for women and how
roommates were begging me to this addiction shortens my life,
smoke because I had become such increases my possibilities of geta "bee eye tea see aych." I started ting a heart attack or ending up
wrinkled with a rough masculine
again.
Since I got my moment of Zen, voice.
Like today, I would freak out
and because I love to share my
accomplishments, I have been and my brain will start processtelling everybody that I have ing the possibility of quitting a litaccepted the terrible fact that I tle faster for the sake of
have a problem. Actually, I usual- self-preservation.
They say there is no such thing
ly tell them as I am about to light
as cutting down on smoking; it is
up another cigarette.
either
cold turkey or nothing. Just
I try not to lie to myself on a
regular basis. Because of this, I like leaving a significant other or
haven’t even tried to convince changing the dressing on your
myself that I have attempted to salad once in a while seem imposquit. My brain has not yet sible, it is that fear that makes us
processed the possibility of not think it cannot be done the fear
of losing the false security we feel
smoking any more.
My friend told me that when we fall into these habits
acknowledging the fact that you over and over again.
are addicted but not doing anything about it is not a step forKarla Cachet is a Spartan
ward but a step to the side. There
Daily Production Editor.
is always someone that bursts
"Where’s My Ligher"
your bubble (or blows your smoke
appears Fridays.
ring).
Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 2(8)-word response loan issue or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be edited for
clarity, grammar. libel and length Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may he put in the I.etters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
Office in Dwight Bente’ Hall Room 209. sent by fax to (408)924-3237. e-mail at
SDAILY(jinc.sjsti.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor. School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San lose State I Iniversity. One Washington
Square. San Jose. CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily. reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily. the School of Journalism and Mass Uommunications or SJSU.
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ALCOHOL: Workshop helps students Giants fans can’t wait for Barry to come home
continued from Page I
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well as frequency, reason and
reaction to it.
The categories ranged from
"problem drinkers" to "abstainers," with "party animals,"
"social drinkers" and "experimenters" in between.
Drinkers can drift from one
category to another, often losing
track because of extreme alcohol
use, according to Tam.
"The recommendation is to
plan it out before you go out
drinking," Tam said. "Set out
limits and stick by them."
The workshop reached its end
with the showing of a "48
Hours" segment, which focused
on the gambits of drinking in
universities, including the
deaths of various students in
alcohol-related incidents.

Hung Ly, a senior majoring in
electrical engineering, was present at the workshop.
"It was very informative," Ly
said. "It’s important that as
many students as possible
become aware of alcohol drinking (and its complications."
For Tam, the essence of the
presentation was to teach students to make responsible choices and take the necessary precautions when faced with alcohol.
"Be careful.... Get educated,"
she said.
Other workshops coordinated
by the program include such
subjects as time management
and fund raising for students.
Interested students can get
more information by contacting
the Student Life Center at (408)
924-5950.

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) Fans, ushers and hockey players alike joined in the cheers
when news of Barry Bonds’
70th home run reached San
Jose’s Compaq Center.
The San Francisco Giants’
slugger tied Mark McGwire’s
major league homers record
Thursday night in Houston,
and the San Francisco Bay
area cheered him on. Bonds
will get a chance to break the
record at home when the
Giants finish the season with
three games against the Los
Angeles Dodgers at Pacific Bell
Park.
The San Jose Sharks’ game
against the Detroit Red Wings
came to a stop as fans stood to
cheer Bonds, whose homer was
replayed on the scoreboard.
Thousands of teal -clad fans

gave Bonds a raucous ovation.
"It’s perfect for him to get a
chance to break it at home
now," said Sharks fan Dave
Bromowski, who slapped high fives with perfect strangers at
the concession stands when
Bonds’ homer was announced.
"It’ll mean a lot to the fans who
supported him for all the years
he’s been here."
Pat O’Shea’s, a well-known
San Francisco tavern, was
three-quarters full for the
game’s early start.
"I think we’re all just as
excited as hell about it," owner
Paulie Fuller said. "We’re looking forward to 71 and 72. It’s
great, because it makes our
place happy. It’s something you
might not even see again."
Bonds, who hit homers No.
68 and 69 at home last week-

end, said he was disappointed
that he hadn’t been able to tie
or break the record at home.
Now, he’ll get the chance.
It’ll be a hot ticket. Momenta
after the tying homer was hit,
some single seats for Friday
night’s
game
against
the
Dodgers were being offered for
sale at $800 or more on the
Giants’ Web site, where season ticket holders can resell their
seats for profit.

It got worse: One package of
four front-row seats just off the
infield was priced at $1,980.
Five rows behind and across an
aisle, a ticket-holder was asking $2,200 for four seats.
With Houston pitching him
carefully for three days, Bonds
was forced to wait until his
final at-bat of the Giants’
series with the Astros to tie the

mark.
"I was glad Houston was
afraid to pitch to him, because
that meant there was a better
chance he’d break the record at
home," said Bill F. Watson, who
plans to throw a party at his
home Friday night to watch
Bonds first attempt to break
the record.
Watson voiced a common
concern among Giants fans
when he wondered whether the
Dodgers will give Bonds a
decent opportunity to break
the record. There’s been much

speculation that Los Angeles given its long-standing rivalry
with San Francisco - will
avoid Bonds in much the same
way Houston did.
"That’d be wrong. It’d be
cowardly," Watson said. "People
would let them hear about it."
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FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
PIT CLERICAL, Afternoons
Flexible, reliable person with
good phone manner. Fax
resume to 408-360-0890.
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PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
HOPE Rehabilitation Services,
a non-profit agency which offers
a variety of quality services for
adults who have developmental
sisabilifies has part and full time
oportunities. EOE/AA.
emgrpeanrition: Assist clients
with daily living skills, such
as grocery shopping. PT,
$10/hour. Must have own
transportation. Roommate:
Free rent in exchange for 5
overnights, 10 hours/week
training with client.
Call LYNNE: (408) 282-0415.
Instructor: Implement day
activity program in team
environment, assist clients in
job training. FT. $1785/month
& excellent benefits. 1:1 Aide:
Supervise clients with special
needs in day program. 8am1:30pm or 9:30am-3pm. M-F.
$10/hr. Substitute: Day activity
program. PT. $10/hour.
Call CATHY (408) 282-0459..
Job Coach: Provide job
training for clients at work site
in community. Clean DMV, CA
drivers’ lic., own transportation.
$1995/mo & excellent benefits.
Call: Valerie (408) 748-2890.
Please visit our website at envw.
hopedirect org/employmenthtml.
All majors welcome.
FRATERNITIES SORORITIES
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1.000 - $2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. Does
not involve credit card
applications. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser com.
CAMPUS PROMOTIONS REP
part-time position promoting
hi-tech audio & video products
on-campus for mrktg & research
dept. Incentive pkg includes
generous awards. Send resume
to Jobsabantamusa corn.
DENTAL OFFICE RECEFTIONIST
Must be professional, friendly
and have some basic computer
skills. Starting salary is $10/hr
Call Sue, 408-691-0505
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
iD Tech Camps Foundation
This individual would be responsible for acting as a liaison
between the Foundation & the
Community by promoting technology-oriented Girls’ Specific
Week and Outreach Programs
at targeted schools, local
agencies and youth groups.
Flexible hours, excellent verbal
& written skills required, leadership and ability to work in
teams, experience in writing
and securing grants preferred.
Call 408-626-7241. E -Mail:
iDream intemalDrive org
CUSTOMER SERVICE SALES
Immediate positions available in
busy year-round Swim school.
AM/PM/Weekday/Saturday
positions available. Must have
strong computer skills and
excellent telephone personality.
Complimentary athletic membership included. Apply at AVAC
Swim School 5400 Camden
Ave. SJ 95124. 408-445-4917
Now interviewing" Call today"
11000’S WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. FIT, P/T. Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details send
1 stamp to: N-28, PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire Bl.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Certain advertisements In
Wilma columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or odd ssssss for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
those lurlher contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchan d I s

CLASSIFIED

BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work w/
children w/ autism. Competitive
pay. Flex hours. Psy, Ed, OT, Sp
Ed, Child Dev & related fields.
Anjlee 408-945-2336, mention ad

EARN AT LEAST $25: NASA
needs right handed males ages
18-29 for a helicopter study.
Must be US citizen or green
card holder. Call 650-604-5118.

COUNSELORS NEEDED to
work with at-risk youst in group
homes. Excellent opportunity to
gain experience in Social
Work, Criminal Justice and/or
Psychology. Flexible hours, FT
& PT positions available. Paid
training and intemships. Must
be 21 with valid license. Must
have 60 college units and/or
1 yr experience working with
at-risk youth. 59.00-$12.00/hr
depending on education and
experience. Call 408-281-4268,
FAX 408-281-4288 or e-mail
marissa@unitycare.com.

GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or LAW OFFICE PART-TIME
Positions available. File Clerk,
Call 371-9115.
Mail Clerk and Reception. Your
CATERING - Want to work at intelligence is much more
some of the most fun & exciting important than your experience.
parties in the Bay Area? Catered Ideal for students. 15-20 hours
Too is now hiring friendly and per week. Flexible scheduling
professional individuals to join during final and school holidays.
our catering team. Eam money Call Janice at 408-292-5400.
& have fun at the same time.
Starting pay varies with experi- LOOKING TO EARN money for
ence. Flexible hours. Please your organization or yourself?
Try Fund-U, a no cost fundraising
contact Alia at 295-6819.
program that’s easy & reliable.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Call 1 -866-48 -FUND -U or visit
Up to $600/month
www.fund-u.com
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30

GIRLS KT AFTER-SCHOOL
COUNSELORS positions 10-15
hours/week, $10/hour. Cover
letter and resume to Dept. MD,
Fax: 408-287-8025. Email:
personnel@ginscoutsolscc.org.
See: wwwgirlscoutsofscc.org for
details & other positions. AA/E0E.
CAMPUS INSURANCE Service
is seeking a part-time clerical
person. The duties will include
heavy filing and working with
the mail. No typing skills are
required. A good command
of the English language, both
written and oral is required. The
hours are 1pm - 5pm, Mon - Fri..
$8.00 / hour Anyone interested
should call 408-296-5270. Ask
for Diane to set up an interview.

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
lmmed openings, full or part
time. Will train, must be 21.
$12.00/hr to start. 768-0566.
RECEPTIONIST, flexible
scheduling. 768-0566.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFEGUARDS needed in San Jose
for Easter Seals Bay Area,
Monday-Friday, FT/benefits &
PT/benefits. Call Peter or Jacob
295-0228. Resume: 730 Empey
Way, San Jose 95128 or fax
TELEMARKETING part/ful-brne 408-295-2957.
Newspaper subscriptions. Near
SJSU. Hourly+Commission. Call
408-494-0200 gam-9pm. Assist.
Management position also avail.

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 867-7275.

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.- Pertect LICENSED NUTRITIONIST
for Students! Earn $250 eve Lead nutrition conditioning class
weekend! Must have reliable in San Jose. Monday-Frday. Per
truck or van. Heavy lifting is Diem/No benefits, 6 hrs/week.
Call Peter 408-295-0228.
required. 408-292-7876.
Resume: 730 Empey Way. San
Jose 95128 or fax 408-295-2957.
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
For Part-Time and
Located in San Jose. we are a
Full -Time Positions, call
growing community based
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
nonprofit established in 1973.
As a multi service agency, our Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983
Office jobs in local companies
diverse services include
language & culturally-proficient Students/grads/career change
mental health services, senior Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
services, youth services,
Phone: (650) 320-9698
a primary care health clinic
Fax (650) 320-9688
and a domestic violence
www.hallmarkpersonnel
corn
program
prevention/education
We are hinng for the following
MESSENGERS
BICYCLE
FT/PT positions:
Looking for your not so traditional
Mental Health Counselors:
bike messengers. You don’t
Provide direct mental health
need experience we’ll train you.
rehabilitiation services to
You will need a bike, lock,
agency’s clients.
helmet & common sense. All
in
Requirements: BA/MA
behavioral sciences or related welcome to appy for this fun,
flexible,
outdoors lob. Apply in
field, fluent in vietnamese
person at Inner City Express
a plus.
22
W.
Saint
John St. San Jose.
Youth Counselors:
Provide counseling assistance Cross street is N. First.535585/HRI Wear costume at
to youths. Requirements:
BA/BS is behavioral sciences events 4 kids, S ea/ +SE FUN! Must
have car, be avM Ands. No eigd
or equivalent experience.
Family Advocates Domestic req’d. WI train. C811831-457-8166.
Violence Program:
MET PAID For Your OpinionsIS
Provide counseling and
Eam $15-$125 & more per survey!
guidance at emergency
www.money4opinions.corn
shelter for battered women.
BAGS
in
Requirements:
TEACH
DRIVING - Good Pay,
behavioral sciences or
Fun Job. Work when you want
equivalent experience.
Car & training provided. Must be
Volunteers Always Needed!
over 21 & HS grad. 408-971-7557
Send resumes to:
AACI
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Human Resources
Student Friendly Training
2400 Moorpark Ave. #300
All Shifts Open- Grave Bonus
San Jose, CA 95128
Call Now. 408-247-4827
Fax (408) 975-2745
Email: roland.acupidobtaaci.org

SUBSTITUTE
RECREATION LEADERS
Join the SMALL WORLD
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the
flexibility you need. Small World
Schools is looking for students
wanting to work with children in
our before and after school care
programs. As a substitute you
can choose which days you’re
available for work. The only
requirement is your desire
to work with children ages
5 through 12 years in a fun
recreation type atmosphere
Call 408-283-9200 today for an
interview,or fax your resume
to 408-283-9201.
NOW HIRING RECREATION
Leaders. $9 -$12/hr, flex hours,
weekdays. Work with children in
the Los Gatos - Saratoga area.
Contact Laurie Boswell 451 408354-8700 x 224

EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools

HEAD TEACHERS
TEACHERS / AIDES
I/T/P & SCHOOL-AGE
For a High -Quality,
Non -Profit Organization.
We want YOU -an enthusiastic,
energetic individual to complete
our team!
Come play, learn & earn $$$
while you attend morning or
evening classes! Palo Alto
Community Child Care, voted
"Best Child Care in Palo Alto"
operates 18 programs in Palo
Alto. Accredited Programs.
PT or FT, or create your own
schedule of hours and days as a
Substitute at our 18 centers.
12+ ECE req. BA,BS in related field OK in lieu of ECE for
school -age teachers. $11+/hr,
depending on exp., plus full
benefits at 20 hours/week:
Medical, Acupuncture/Chiro.,
Dental, Vision, Ins. (employer.
paid) 11 Holidays 10 days of
Vac; 15 days 3rd & 4th yrs; 20
days at 5+yrs. 12 days Sick
Tuition Reimb. Retirement Plan
Monthly Staff Training. Special
Rate for Employee Child Care.
Call (650) 493-2361 for application information or fax resume
to (650) 493-0936. Visit us at
www.paccc.corn. E0E.

TEACHERS, TEACHER’S ADES,
SUBS AND
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids? Join
the team at Small World
Schools, get great experience
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
AGES 5-12 years in our before
and after school rec. programs.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competitye pay. health
benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent
training, and a fun work environment. We can often offer flexible
hours around your school
schedule. This is a great job
for both men and women.
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
fax resume to 408-283-9201.
Part-time employees needed
with or without units in ECE, art,
recreation, music, dance, phys ed.
human services, social welfare,
nursing, psychology, sociology
home economics, or elementary
education.
PRESCHOOL TEACHERS
Great Pay. Excellent Benefits.
Flexible Work Schedule.
408-225-7700
www.tempcare.corn
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
AND
LOVE CHILDREN?
TOP PAY - Immediate perm &
temp positions as Teachers at
ECE &After School Programs
(408) 287-3222.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed & Regular Class,
$10.86-515.43/hr. Saratoga Sch.
Dist, Call 867-3424 x504 for into
& application. Immediate Need.

EDUCATION AIDES FT/PT PA-F
Los Altos ped speech/occup tx
clients 18 mo-5yrs. Assist w/ tx.
ACTION DAY NURSERIES / $10-$12/hr. Fax: 408-286-5724.
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant,
Toddler & Preschool Teachers CHILDCARE TEACHER for
& Aides. F/T & P/T positions quality recreation program servavailable. Substitute positions ing 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
are also available that offer leading art. games and group
flexible hours. ECE units are activities. Flex hours, days,
required for Teacher positions eves & weekends. PT/FT. Team
but not req. for Aide positions. environment. Benefits available.
Excellent opportunity for Child CD units preferred. Email
Development majors. Please kidsparkakidspark.com or FAX
call Cathy for an interview at resume to 408-260-7366, or call
408-244-1968 or fax resume to 408-260-7929 for an interview.
KidsPark. Inc.
408-248-7350.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
& LIFEGUARDS
No experience nec Will train
Flexible hours. Fun environment. "TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS.
Central YMCA 351-6323
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
Degree/Credential NOT Required.
EASTER SEALS BAY AREA Opportunity for teaching exp.
seeks Activitiy Aides, PT with Need Car VM: (408) 287-4170
benefits to work w/ children ages ext 408 EOEJAAE
13 - 22 with developmental
disabilities in San Jose, MondayDIRECTORS, TEACHERS,
Friday, $9.78/hr. Call Ron ASST. DIRECTORS, AIDES
Halog, 408-295-0228. Resume: Thinking about a career working
730 Empey Way, San Jose with children or teens? The
95128 or fax 408-295-2957.
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
hiring Center Directors, Asst.
RECREATION LEADER, City of Directors, Teachers and Aides.
San Jose, $12.06 hr. starting. Programs located thoughout
Rewarding job for someone who San Jose, Cupertino, Santa
enjoys working with youth. Here’s Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga,
your opportunity to make a differ- Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas,
ence in a child’s life, seeking Berryessa, Morgan Hill, Gilroy &
candidates w/leadership. organi- Boulder Creek. Full & Part-time
zation & problem solving skills to positions available - flexible
implement exciting after school hours around school. Fun staff
programs. Hours: M-F afternoons teams, great experience workand Sat mornings. Candidates ing with children, career
must have a high school diploma advancement, excellent FT/PT
or equiv. & pass a background benefits& training opportunities
check before starting their work For more information & locations
assignment For more informaVisit our WEB page at:
tion contact the Hiring Unit at
www.scvymcworg
979-7826 or download 03 Fax resume to: 408-351-6477
http://jobs.cityof sJ org
Email: YMCAjob tit scvymca.org

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/Nannies
NANNY JOBS
"Part-time mornings/afternoons:
$15 -$20/hour
2-3 full days per week:
$300- 5600/week.
"Full-time up to $3500/month.
South Bay, Peninsukt & East Bay.
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Call Town & Country Resources
1-888-772-3999
VVWW.TANDCR.COM
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT& FT
Established Los Gatos agency
seeks warm, caring students
for part and full time
nanny positions.
We list only the best jobs!
Hours flexible around school
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
$15-518/HR
STANFORD PARK NANNIES
408-395-3043
www.spnannies.com

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Four
Five
Two
Three
One
Days Days
Days
Days
Day
$11
$13
$9
$7
3 lines
$5
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10% off.
40 + consecutive issues: receive 20% off.
50 . consecutive issues receive 25% off

Name

City IL slate

,/
Please check
one classification:
Zip coos

Rental Housing
Lost and Found’
Shared Housing
Announcements
_Real Estate
Campus Clubs
Services
Greek Messages
__Health/Beauty
Events
_Sports/Thrills
Volunteers
_Insurance
For Sale
_Entertainment
Electronics
Travel
Wanted
__Tutonng
Employment
Word Processing
Opportunities

Rhone
Send (beck or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Local rates apply to Santa Clore County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff faculty.
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid IIII No refunds on canceled ads
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
a
per
ad
bold
in
at
type
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Additional words may be set
charge of $3 per word
U QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED
* Lost & Found ads are offerr,(1 free as a service to the campus community.

PHN: 408-924-3277

RENTAL HOUSING

SHARED HOUSING

SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS. SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
Live in luxury & walk to school! 3 Female and 1 Male Spaces
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full Now Available
gym, on -site management, all Fun & Fnendly environment
appliances included, central A/C. 5 minute walk to campus
Well-equipped kitchen
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday. Computer and Study rooms
THE COLONNADE
2 pianos & game rooms
201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639
Laundry facilities
Parking
1920’S CLASSIC 1BR/18A for For Amencan and International
clean, quiet, sober financially Students Call 924-6570 or stop by
responsible. 1 parking. Yard for a tour. 360 S. 11Ih St. between
Hardwood floors. 551-553 So 6th. San Salvador & San Carlos.
$1000 & up. Peter 408-746-1900

SERVICES

WORD PROCESSING

EDITOR / TUTOR: proofreading,
rewriting, help with writing and
organizing. Tutonng in English,
literature, writing, reading, &
math through beginning algebra.
www.tutoringandediting.com
925-399-5098

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Theses, Term Papers,
Group Proiects, etc.
All formats. including APA.
Experienced. Dependable.
Quick Return. Call Linda
(408) 264-4504.

New Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30% - 600/.. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdentatcorn or
SPRING BREAK-CANCUN 2002
www goldenwestdental.com
5 night packages from $649,
7 nights from $679. CA seller of
travel #2054582-40. Call Dawn
at MVP Travel: 1-800-223-1815,
8am-5pm CST
LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
Lowest Down Payment
Easy Payment Plan
Good Student Discount
International Dnver Welcomed
LOSE 20 LBS FAST!
No Driver Refused
Money Back guarantee $38 00
Call for Free Quotes
FREE Samples. 408-297-5390
408-272-0312
pnninsurOaol.com
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
Call Birthright, 408-241-8444 or
800-550-4900. Free/Confidential

TRAVEL

INSURANCE

HEALTH/BEAUTY

Daily Crosswor;!
ACROSS
Beer containers
Feel one’s way
Writer Dinesen
Lendl of tennis
Like the country
Astronaut
Armstrong
17 Cleo’s river
18 Weird
19 Sugar source
20 Glowed
22 Newborn’s outfit
24 Aunts and
cousins
25 Miss Piggy’s
refusal
26 Claims
30 Working cats
34 Winter vehicle
35 Chillier
37 Actor Estrada
38 Make lace
39 Speckle
40 "The Greatest"
41 Ostnch cousins
43 Made of
hardwood
45 Pre -owned
46 Deep affinity
48 Cloudy
50 Neighbor of
Mex
51 Garden -planting
time
52 Hippie’s home
56 Chasms
60 Dairy -case buy
61 Classroom item
63 Soft dnnk
64 Mortgage. e g
85 Barbecue
leftover
66 Great gusto
67 Opposed to
68 Loams
69 A few
1
5
10
14
15
16
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DOWN
- Kong
Malicious
Strong wind
Moved stealthily
Leafier
Was sorry
Ice hockey great
Bucket
Actress Parker
Fragrant stick
Chair
"- No Way to
Treat a Lady"
Swiss painter
Cold War plane
"- Send Me"
Garden flower
Burro
alternative
Pause
Nobel’s, Anwar
- out
distnbutes

31 Clean a
diskette
32 Annoys
33 Loses traction
36 Stir -fry need
42 Trattoria
dessert
43 Ocala products
44 Sand 10
45 President
Grant
47 Buckeye St
campus
49 Negative vote
52 See 63 Across
53 Dutra of golf
54 Run into
55 Ticklish Muppet
58 Fiji discoverer
Tasman
57 Kind of flight
58 Mild cheese
59 Not loco
62 Kimono sash
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Sharks lose season opener to Detroit, 4-3 in OT
Todd Harvey tied the game with five
minutes left in the third period, capping
a comeback from a 3-1 deficit.
DAILY STAFF WRITERS
Hasek, playing his first game for
Thursday night’s season opener at Detroit, stopped 18 shots and made the
the Compaq Center was a circus show sold-out crowd drop its jaws with his
starring the goalies of the San Jose saves, but the Sharks bit him first.
During the second period, left wing
Sharks and the Detroit Red Wings, but
the Detroit’s Brendan Shanahan stole Scott Thornton scored the Sharks’ first
the spotlight in the Sharks’4-3 overtime goal of the season on the power play. On a
two-on-one break, he received a pass from
loss.
Shanahan scored three goals, includ- Mike Ricci and immediately launched the
ing the game-winner, a short-handed puck past Hasek into the left side of the
net.
goal in overtime.
The buzz in the Compaq Center was
Sharks goaltender Evgeni Nabokov
tried to clear the puck by shooting it short lived.
Playing with one less man on the ice,
along the boards, but the puck ricocheted off the glass right in front of Shanahan tied the game six minutes
Shanahan, who surprised Nabokov and later, putting a one-timer past a sprawling Nabokov.
scored.
Shanahan scored his second goal
"I wanted to create a scoring opportunity," Nabokov said. "I gambled, and early in the third period, when he shot
unfortunately. . ." he sighed and the puck from behind a group of players
that obscured Nabokov’s view. The puck
shrugged.
went unchallenged as it sailed into the
Shanahan said it was a lucky break.
"The puck came out, hit the seam in top right-hand corner.
Hull’s goal gave the Red Wings a 3-1
the glass, and came back to me. The
opportunity was a gift. We gave away the lead, but the Sharks closed the score to
game in the third and when (Sergei) 3-2 when Stephane Matteau received a
Federov got the penalty (in overtime), we pass from Vincent Damphousse, who
was behind the net and drawing Hasek’s
thought we might be done."
Detroit goaltender Dominik Hasek attention. Matteau poked the pass into
said, "It was a great start to the season. the left side of the empty net.
But the night remained memorable
We cannot be pleased with the way we finished, being two goals up and than have a for its dramatic saves.
In the first period, the Sharks were
tie."
The loss was bitter for the Sharks, as out shot 17-9, but Nabokov, who made

By Chris Giovannetti
and D.S. Perez

/Fell

le/1011Ner.1.1

Detroit Red Wings Goaltender Dominik Hasek attempts to poke away a Marco
Sturm pass to Mike Ricci. The Red Wings beat the Sharks 4-3 in overtime.

35 saves, managed to keep the puck
from entering the net. On the other
side of the ice, Hasek who won the
Vezina Trophy as the leagues best
goalie six times, including last season
sprawled on his belly and back to block
a number of tricky shots, including one
by Marco Sturm who was spinning to
his left and backhanded the puck
toward the net.
Hasek was solid in the second, and
was lucky when a breakaway by the
Sharks’ Teemu Selanne at 6:05 in the
second period hit the left post, going by
Hasek, who was kneeling down in the
butterfly position.
Nabokov also had his share of dramatics. In the second period, he stopped a
one-timer in front of him, a short-handed
attempt by Matthieu Dandenault that he
caught between his legs as he fell on his
right side.
"After two periods, I thought he was
the reason we were still in (the game)"
said Sharks head coach Darryl Sutter.
The Sharks could say they were
lucky to score as much as they did on
Hasek.
"Hasek’s a weird goalie," said Selanne
before the game. "He’s got no style, and
you never know what he’s going to do.
He’s very hard to read. Most goalies will
go down and try to turn into a wall; he’ll
stand up and block the shot or then he’ll
lay down and grab it ... of course, there’s
82 games in a season, he’s due for some
off nights."

In today’s sports world, age is in the mind
Deep thoughts, missed bank
-hots, interpretations of ink
blots and enough nonsense
of make you blood clot, all this
week ... between the dots ...
... Something is just not right
about seeing Jerry Rice run a
slant and catch a touchdown and
then
GASP diving into a sea
of drunken, black-and-silver wearing Raider fans ...
... You had to know that if Garrison Hearst was going to make a
statement that he was back this
season for the 49ers, it was going
to come on a Monday night
against the New York Jets.
Remember the 98-yard-gamewinning run he rattled off against
the Jets before he became a walking cast ...
... Hear that noise? That’s just
Niners’ wide receiver Terrell
Owens at home celebrating
because he just scored a touchdown in "Madden 2002" on the
PlayStation
... At least former Redskins
quarterback Jeff George will have
an ex-teammate in the unemployment line with him. "Neon" Deion
"Primetime" Sanders should be
the one wearing the flashy
clothes ...
... Remember when Sports

BETWEEN TI IE DOTS
Illustrated ran a column in March
that said it was 99.9 percent sure
Michael Jordan was coming back
and the rest of the media world
went crazy calling Rick Reilly’s
column a sham ...
... If the rest of basketball did
really "want to be like Mike," why
don’t some of these overpaid millionaires give up parts of their
contracts to help the relief efforts
in New York? ...
... Jordan’s too old? He’ll put up
25 points per game. Just watch ...
... While I’m in prediction
mode: There will be another World
Series banner flying in the Oakland Coliseum pretty soon ...
... I’ll take a team of Jordan,
Magic, Bird, Karl Malone and
David Robinson before a team of
Allen Iverson, Vince Carter, Tracy
McGrady, Kevin Garnett and
Shaq any day of the week ...

Women’s Soccer
Tulsa at 7:30 p.m. at
Spartan Stadium.
Sunday vs. Rice at 1 p.m. at
Spartan Stadium.
Friday vs.

SPARTAN

Cross Country

OUTLOOK

Saturday at the Santa Clara
University Invitational, 9 a.m. at
Crystal Springs Course in Belmont.

... Get ’ern while they’re hot:
Washington Wizards season tickets, up in the boonies of the fourth
level no less, on eBay for a cool
$5,000 ...
... This just in from the Warriors training camp: Forward
Chris Porter, busted recently for
possession of marijuana and
cocaine, has changed his name to
J.R. Porter ...
... The scariest thing about the e
Ns is the ages: Tim Hudson, 26;;.
Barry Zito, 23; Mark Mulder, 24;
Eric Chavez, 23; Miguel Tejada, ’
26; Terrence Long, 25; Johnny
Damon, 27; Jermaine Dye, 27;
Ramon Hernandez, 25. And the
old man of the bunch: Jason
Giambi is 30 ...
... Maybe the A’s will pick up
that Ty Tyron kid to come swing
for them ...
... Don’t know Ty Tyron? The
17-year-old high school kid who
turned professional golfer on
Wednesday. Already having
endorsement deals with Target
stores and Callaway Golf, Tyron is
waiting for the big money to come
in from deals with Stridex and
Crayola
... If he could write, he probably

couldn’t write it any better:
Wouldn’t it be perfect if Rickey
Henderson got his 2,246th run
and his 3,000th hit on one swing:
a leadoff home run...
... No Allen Iverson rap album.
He shelved the whole idea. Damn.
I was really looking forward to his
wonderful tracks: "Bowling Alley
Riots," ’Throw Dem Trash Cans,"
and "Where’d I Park My Ride?". .

Buy I Burger,::
Get I FREE! ;1
1/4 lb.

Old

FashionBurger
porson per

Lire at.,

r
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Ground
We are currently seeking individuals
with 10-key experience to work in our
Milpitas terminal. The position
requires repetitive lifting and attention
to detail. The shift runs MondayFriday, 5:00pm - 1100pm. Starting
pay is $10.50/hr.. tuition assistance
after 30 days, and a $.50/hr. raise
after 90 days. Please apply in person:
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$3.49

FedEx Ground
897 Wrigley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035
EOE/AA

I The DouNe Decker’. Burger. Reg Foss & Reg Dnnk
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1,11,19,8,Pfte

077.11761F.

10-KEY POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

... Things I don’t care about:
The San Jose Sharks kicked off
their season Thursday. Yawn ...
... Reminds me: Anybody know
when Major League Soccer starts
up? ...
... Jordan’s comeback does
solidi& one thing: 2001 is the year
of the "old guy." Jordan, Cal Ripken, Mario Lemieux, Tony Gwynn
and Danny Almonte.
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698 N. 4th St. San Jose
r
(408) 292-1505
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Be an Angel...
Donate Eggs!

**

It you are 21-30 years old,
healthy, bright& responsible.
Call Family Fertility Center
All nationalities needed
1-800-939-6886
Compensation

Generous

N#stv

Men’s Soccer
Sunday vs. Cal Poly at 3:30
p.m. at Spartan Stadium.

Sunday

Brunch
("Ia5Inkna
cinemas
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LISA PICARD
LIAM
IS FAMOUS
"T TOGETHER HAPPY A,. C.101,11
CAMERA ONE 3665 First St. 996-3330

TOWNS 3

1433

Son cce -"k7.to
UrversiN Club

Buffet
It started as a joke.

Presented by

Now the joke Is on them.

M4.44 F,t Nza.

$12 Adults
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SOB SKI

THE ALAMEDA

piEMATIFEOVE
GINGER

GRATEFUL
DAWG
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L.I.E.

LOS GATOS 41 N SANTA CRUZ 395-0203
a,:,,
BEV Clerne,’

$ 9 Students with ID
& Seniors
$ 6 Children under 10 yrs.

Two

THE CLOSET

FIRE AD r..,
TULIPS

453110
TORTILLA Sono
CRI-SAT
r 5-6

LOS GATOS FILM FESTIVAL

9:00 AM - 1:30 PM
with seating every half hour

WWW.CAMERACINEMAS.COM

OREM,
A DAM I
.

a Cinemas!

1 1
/

MULHOLLAND DRIVE’
MY FIRST MISTER
THEATERS AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
Co, DEWS S.AGGI ’9 (4081 990.3022 s25,

Reservations encouraged

REGENCY ENTERPRISES MESEK5 ANEW REGENCY/BAD ROBOT/LIVEPLANET PODuCT ON STEVE ZAHN
PAUL WALKER LEELEE SOBIESKI ’JOY RIDE" ’V MARCO BELTRAMI 101V ERIC L BEASON GLEN SCANTLEBURY
MT ROB PEARSON 0, pARJEFFREY JUR 4§MARNON MILCHAN PATRICK MARKEY BRIDGET JOHNSON
F’9?J J. ABRAMS AND CHRIS MOORE ’,CLAY TARVER & J J ABRAMS ’"’TJOHN DAHL
www.joyridemovie.com

(408) 924-6505
e

San Jose State University Club
408 South Eight Street
SanJose, CA 95112-7315
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